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Life Time Fitness – QuickSetup for Leagues
Life Time Racquetball Coordinators can setup their Club League by following these quick steps:
Login to your Racquetcap Profiles through your myLT.com personal account (not your league
coordinator account). Click on YOUR club home page.
•

If you do not see the Admin Links on the right of the page, email jwilinski@lifetimefitness.com
or dmaur@lifetimefitness.com. They will be able to add you as an administrator to your club
network.

1. If you do see admin links, click on the "Create a new Event" link
o Choose from the Event Template, either LTF league - Game Play, or LTF League - Match
Play
 Game Play - one game against different opponents with multiple rotations in
one night
 Match Play - best of three games per match, one match played per week
o Add the League Season into the Event Name ( ex. “Fall II Singles League” as the Event
Name)
o Add the start and end dates for the fall league
o Add the Registration Dates (date range in which players are able to register)
o Click Continue
o Update all the divisions you currently have in your league.
 Change the names of the divisions listed by clicking "Edit"
 Add new divisions by click on the button that says "Add Another New Division"
 Or – choose to have one division in your league for registration purposes, and
divide the group of players into divisions once registration closes
o Save Your Event
Click on one of the divisions, go to the "Roster" tab, and click the "Edit Roster" link
o For those players who have already registered for the event, use the "Locate Player" box
to type in the name of the player and add them to the roster
 Type in the first three letters of their first name, and a list will appear. Continue
filtering that list by adding more letters of the players name
 If you cannot find the player, type in the first three letters of their last name (Bill
may be entered into the system as William, so searching by both first and last
name will help ensure you do not miss the player)
 When you find the player, click on his profile and click add to roster. Do this for
all the players in each of your divisions.
 If you cannot find the player, you will need to add him to your Club Network.
Adding a new player to your network
o First, look up the players Membership ID on MMS
o On your Network Homepage, click the link "Add a New Member"
o Be sure to add the following information about the player
 First name
 Last name
 Gender
 Email
 Membership ID
 Any other information you have available
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Click “Add New Member”
 If you are adding a duplicate, the system will recognize a duplicate Member ID
or email address, in which case you can invite the already created player to your
network, or you can confirm that it is NOT a duplicate, and continue to add the
player to the network
 If you have any problems adding players to networks, please contact
info@tencaptennis.com.
Once new members are added, go back to event and add players to the roster
If players have registered online, you will see their registration on the Event Homepage in the
Registration Queue, or on your Dashboard in your To Do List. When Accepting Players Registrations,
Add them Directly to the Roster if you have multiple divisions and players are registering for specific
divisions, or Accept their Registration if you have only one Division and you plan to use the Roster
Assignment Wizard to divide your registered players into divisions.
Once all your players have been added or their registrations have been accepted, go to the
Schedule & Results Tab and Click Submit Scores to enter scores for all of your leagues. Or Click Create
Schedule to create your league schedule for Match Play.
o

Chapter 3 provides a more detailed explanation of all the functionalities available in the Racquetcap
Event Management System.
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Chapter 1: What is Racquetcap?
Racquetcap is a revolutionary and cutting edge technology that gives players an accurate and dynamic
Racquetball rating as well as great tools to give them more opportunities to play more racquetball.
Racquetcap’s proprietary algorithm uses a player’s match scores to calculate how their skill is improving
throughout the seasons.
But, ratings are not the only dynamic or exciting part of Racquetcap. Using Racquetcap in your club will
allow you to consolidate many management tools into one, simple, easy to use online system.
Racquetcap will allow your members to
• Enter Scores and Track Match History
• View Statistics –Best Partners, Biggest Rivals, etc.
• Register for Events Online
• View Schedules and Standings of current events for your club or league
• Stay up-to-date on events and happenings at the club
• Find a casual play opponent or last minute doubles partner
Why Online?
Online systems don’t require you to download memory consuming software, purchase updates or
access it from only one computer. Racquetcap is Software as a Service (SaaS), meaning you can access it
from any computer with an internet connection, you will always have the most updated version, you will
never have to download any software, and you can rest assured that all your work is hosted on secured
servers where the data is backed up hourly to disk, nightly to disk and weekly to a secure offsite
location.

1.1 Creating your own Profile
If you haven’t set up a Profile yet, simply go to myLT.com, login into your myLT account, and navigate to
the Racquetball page of your club. Here, you will see Your Racquetcap Connection with the Racquetcap
Rating Badges as displayed below. Click on the Rating Badges to access your Racquetcap Account.

You will be asked to fill out basic information about yourself such as Name, Email Address, Birthday and
Gender. Be sure to check that you agree to the privacy policy and Terms of Use and then “Register
7

Now!” The system will check the database for any potential duplicates, just in case you already have an
account. Once you’ve registered to the club or league network, you’ll be asked to complete the Self
Rating Wizard.

1.2 Self Rating Wizard
The self rating wizard allows you to assign your initial Racquetcap Rating based off your current NTRP,
Racquetball Grade, or if you don’t know either, you can pick from a diverse list of skill level explanations
and then rate other portions of your Racquetball Ability on a 1-5 scale (1 being best).
When finished, click “Get My Introductory Racquetcap Rating” or you can “Skip this step for now.”
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1.3 Racquetcap Pages and Navigation
Home – The Home page tab will show your network’s home news feed, calendar and list of events
Dashboard – The main screen where ‘Racquetcappers’ will spend the majority of their time.
• To Do List – Notifications of things needing your attention
• Edit My Profile/Upload My Picture
• Singles and Doubles Rating Badge
• Casual Match Entry Wizard
• Learn about Racquetcap
• My Applications (Find a match, match history, statistics and member search)
• Network News Feed (What’s happening in your network)
• Random selection of Friends
• Friends’ birthdays
• Events in which you are participating
• Pages of which you are a fan
• Calendar of events
My Activities – Events you ARE participating in, Events which you‘re eligible to play in and Events in
which you HAVE played in.
My Networks – A list of the networks you belong too.
My Stats – Singles and Doubles Stats with quick Links to Singles and Doubles Match History
My Friends – Alphabetically displays all friendship connections
My Inbox – Racquetcap email messages from other members or administrators
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1.4 What is a Network?
A network is group of people who all belong to the same club, league or regional area. Members who
belong to a certain network will be able to view that network’s events and happenings. It is your private
little space on the internet that is exclusive to your organization.
The live feed will only show happenings within your network. Club A won’t see Club B’s postings, and
Club B won’t have access to Club A’s events or members, except for those shared friendship connections
across both clubs.
Networks can be configured in the following formats:
• Auto Accept – When a member registers for your network, they are instantly granted access
and you’ll still be able to review new member registrations to monitor the new members
joining.
• Admin Review – Members can register to your network and create a profile, however they
won’t have access to anything in your network until you’ve accepted their registration.
• Invite Only – New members are only allowed to join the network if they’ve been invited by
another member or administrator.
*All Life Time Fitness Networks have been set to Admin Review. *
You’ll see us refer to Networks all the time in this document and on the site. Your club members are
now automatically members of your club’s network, and new members joining the club, or old members
leaving the club can and should be respectively added and removed from your network membership. As
an administrator of your network, you’ll have administrative access over your member’s profiles,
enabling you to edit their information, add them to events, or send them their usernames and
passwords.1

1.5 How do the Ratings Work?
1.5.1 The Rating Scale
The Racquetcap Rating scale goes from 0 to 80. 0 would be a pro on tour and 80 would be a beginner
stepping onto the court for the first time. Above and below the scale are the approximate rating
equivalents for both men and women using the A,B,C scale.
1.5.2 Rating Calculations
Ratings are calculated after every 8 games of play. Plus, players will get immediate feedback after every
game through the Racquetcap Rating Trend (shown below the Racquetcap Scale within the Rating
Badge.) The Rating Trend gives players an idea of what direction they are headed if they continue to
play at that level. But remember, the trend will not affect your actual rating calculation until you reach
the 8 game threshold.
1.5.3 Rating Predictions
The ratings not only provide a more accurate and dynamic skill level, they act as a predictor of who will
win the match and by how many Points. Every 1 point difference in two players Racquetcap Ratings is
equivalent to 1 point difference in each 15 point game played.

1

For more information about administrative tasks, see Chapter 3: Administrative Tasks
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Ex 1: Ratings Calculations
Dave and Eddie challenge each other to a match. Dave’s Singles Racquetcap Rating is a 46 and Eddie’s is
a 54. There is 8 points difference between their Racquetcap Ratings and as described before, 1 rating
point = 1 game point. Therefore 8 rating points = 8 game points difference. The system predicts that on
average, when Dave and Eddie play, Dave should beat Eddie 15 -7.
1.5.4 Adjusted Scores
After a match has been entered, you’ll notice there are 2 lines for results: Actual Scores and Adjusted
Scores. Actual scores are the scores as they were played on the court. Adjusted scores look at the
difference in the two players skill levels, and the weaker player is allocated the number of Points
necessary to level the playing field in the match. From the adjusted score, a player can tell whether his
performance was as expected (if the adjusted score shows an equal number of Points won by both
participants), was better than expected (the player won more adjusted Points than his opponent) or
worse than expected (the player won fewer adjusted Points than his opponent.)
Ex 2: Adjusted Scores
Dave(46) and Eddie(54) played and the actual score was 15-10, 15-12 (Dave wins both sets) even though
the predicted score was 15-7, 15-7 each game. Because Eddie was predicted to lose each game by 8
Points, those 8 Points are then added to Eddie’s actual score to get the adjusted score.
Act. Score Adj. Score
Set 1: Dave 15
15
Eddie 10
18

Act. Score Adj. Score
Set 2: Dave 15
15
Eddie 12
20

Even though Eddie actually lost each set, he played better than the system predicted, so his rating might
be positively impacted by these results.

1.6 Profile Pictures Status Updates, Wall Posts and Messaging Etiquette
1.6.1 Profile Picture
The original picture will be a Racquetball player silhouette against an orange background. To change
this, simply navigate to your dashboard page and click the “Upload A Profile Picture” link below the
silhouette.
Choose a photo saved on your computer to upload to your profile. Keep in mind, Racquetcap is only
compatible with JPG and GIF files. (if you’re not sure what type of file your picture is, right click on it
and choose “properties” to show the file type in the properties window).
1.6.2 How do I know what is inappropriate?
Use common sense. Any image that you would not be proud to show your own mother is probably
inappropriate. If your profile photo is reported by anyone in the online Racquetcap Community as
inappropriate, it may be removed and your profile may be deleted. So keep it clean 
Likewise, in status updates, wall posts and anything available in public view should be kept clean. If you
need more details on what we mean by clean, feel free to read through our Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use. Amongst all the legal jargon, you’ll find the answer you’re looking for.
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1.7 What is a Browser?
A browser is the vehicle your computer uses to visit web pages. The most popular web browsers are:
Internet Explorer

Mozilla Firefox

Apple Safari

These are the three primary browsers that the Racquetcap System is tested against, so you can be
confident if you are using one of these three browsers, your online experience on
RacquetcapRacquetball.com is going to be that much better. But there are many other browsers out
there, these are just the ones we recommend.

1.8 Using Browser Tabs
Browser tabs allow you to keep only 1 browser window open at a time, but navigate through different
sites. This is great for copying and pasting links, or effectively managing different websites you often
have to navigate through. (Club website, Email, Racquetcap, Facebook, etc)
Ex 3:

Internet Explorer Tabs

To open a new tab in your web browser, simply click on the short tab on the far right, or click [CTRL + ‘T’]

1.9 What Are Hyperlinks?
Hyperlinks are a long strand of text built into a word or portion of a sentence that, when clicked, will
navigate your web browser to a specific website address.
Ex 5:

Click here to go to your dashboard

When clicking on the “Dashboard” link in that sentence, your browser will automatically navigate to the
following address: http://my.Racquetcap.com/dashboard.aspx
Pictures can also be hyperlinked, as long as they are pointed to the website address of a particular site.
Hyperlinks are one of the best possible tools you can use when creating an email to send to other users
on Racquetcap. When a user receives an email with hyperlinks to a Racquetcap Page, it will
automatically log them into their primary Racquetcap Site.

1.10 Creating Hyperlinks
Hyperlinks can be created on the website in the following places:
• Emails
• Home Network Page News Feeds
• Event News Feeds
Adding a hyperlink in an email that links back to any page on your Racquetcap Website is essential for an
improved user experience. Hyperlinks in Racquetcap Emails give the recipients the convenience of
Auto-Login. That means, when you send an email with hyperlinks back to specific pages on your site,
12

such as registration pages or event pages, the recipients need only click on those links and they will be
automatically logged into the site and land immediately on the target page. That means, with two clicks
from your email, you recipients could be registered for your event.
To create a hyperlink of a picture or text, simply copy the URL (the entire website address) of the
destination page where you would like them to land, highlight the text or image you would like to
hyperlink, and then, using the hyperlink icon
, paste the link into the space provided. The tab
feature available in your web browser will become incredibly useful when it comes to hyperlinking.
Opening the destination pages as tabs will let you continue working on your email or newsfeed without
having to work on the page you’re working on.

Ex 6:

Click here to register

Then click on the globe icon with a paperclip below it:

and a Hyperlink Box will pop up.

Right click in the text area (The part with the “http://”) and choose “Paste.”
This will paste the website address into the text field. Then Press “OK.”
Voila! You have now created your first hyperlink!
1.10.1 How to Delete a Hyperlink without deleting the picture or text
If you accidentally hyperlink the wrong text or picture, or hyperlinked the right text to the wrong web
page, simply highlight the hyperlink and then click on the globe with the red “X” over it.
This will remove the hyperlink and allow you to either re-hyperlink a web page to the text or picture or
just leave it un-hyperlinked so it will not give the ability to navigate to another web page.

1.11 CTRL Shortcuts and Tips
The CTRL button (“Command” on a Mac) on your keyboard can be used for effective shortcuts on your
computer, that will save you time and improve your online experience on Racquetcap. For your
convenience, we’ve listed some of the most common shortcuts below:
Find Information within the browser
CTRL + F
This will put a small search bar within your browser window to help you search for any word being
displayed on the browser window.
Select All
CTRL + A
Selects/highlights all text and images on the web page.
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Copy
CTRL + C
Copies the information that you have highlighted or selected
Paste
CTRL + V
Pastes the information that you have copied
Print Page
CTRL + P
Opens the print options to print the page you are currently viewing.
Switch to the browser tab to the right
CTRL + TAB
When multiple tabs are open on the browser, this will automatically switch to the tab on the right of the
currently tab
Switch to the browser tab to the left
CTRL + SHIFT + TAB
When multiple tabs are open on the browser, this will automatically switch to the tab on the left of the
currently tab
Open the Link in a new tab
CTRL + Click on Link
When holding CTRL and clicking on a link, the webpage will be opened in a new tab to the right of the
current tab.
Undo My Last Move
CTRL +Z
This will typically undo your previous action. Great for when you just accidentally deleted something
you shouldn’t have.
Redo My Last Move
CTRL + SHIFT + Z
This will typically redo your previous action
Refresh Current Page
F5 (single button at the top of your keyboard)
Refreshes the current page in which you are viewing
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Chapter 2: Administrative Tasks
What is an administrator? Generally, Racquetcap administrators are the directors of Racquetball, league
coordinators and active Racquetball pros who wield the power to manage their Club Network on the
Racquetcap System. These highly coveted capabilities are bestowed on the lucky few who show
exceptional strength in customer service and the entrepreneurial wherewithal to turn these powerful
Racquetcap technologies into a revenue generating, member connecting, social networking machine
that brings incredible benefit to your Racquetball organization.
Your network may have 1 administrator who manages the entire site or multiple administrators who
focus on different tasks. There might be one for creating and managing events, one for communications
and one for accepting new registrations and keeping the home page up to date. Or all administrators
might do all tasks. It depends on the dynamic of your club or league and what works best for you.
In this chapter, we will learn all about the administrative tasks, responsibilities and powers granted to
you as an administrator of the system. By the end of this chapter you should be able to:
• Edit a Members Profile or Racquetcap Rating
• Add New Players to Your Network
• Accept New Member Registrations
• Update the News Feed on the Home Page (complete with hyperlinks!)
• Edit Casual Play Scores
• Manage Who Has Administrative Access to Your Network
• Query and Export Data
Things you will not be able to do:
• Use the System to Order a Pizza (but we’re working on it!)
• Pay Your Taxes
• Float on the court like Federer

2.1

Accepting New Member Registrations

Depending on how your network is configured, new members can create
their own profile, and request access to become a member. Every time a
new member registers to your network, you will have the capability to review
and accept their registration. This provides a checks and balance system
which allows you to monitor who will have access to your network.
Once you’ve logged on you’ll land on your dashboard. If you’re already
logged in, navigate to the “MY DASHBOARD” tab.
On the far right, you’ll see your To Do List, When a new member has
registered for your network, it will show “# Member Registration(s) await
your review”
You’ll be able to click on that link in the list and see all of the people who are registering to your
network, any notes they may have submitted during their registration and whether they are registering
as a member, guest, staff or pro.
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Your options are
• Accept – Accepts the player’s request to join your network
• Reject – Rejects the player’s request to join your network
• Hold – Leave’s the player’s request to join your network in limb
Once you have gone through the entire list and chosen whether to accept, reject or hold the
registration, scroll to the bottom and click Process Selected Registrations, and those individuals will be
removed from the list of Pending Registrations in your To Do List.
The access that new members are granted to your network before you accept their registration depends
on your Network settings established by your Racquetcap Representative when your network was first
created. To learn more about the Network Settings available, see Section 1.4 – What is a Network?

2.2

Updating Home Page News Feed

On your Network Home Page and Event Home Pages, you can add news articles telling your members all
about what’s happening at the club. In these news feeds you can add pictures, upload a PDF document2
such as a league schedule for members to download and print off and hyperlink text and images to send
a player to a registration page, standings page or any website of your choice.
To create a news article, click the Add News link to the right of the News Feed Bar towards the top of
the page.

Once you’ve clicked the link, a dialogue box will appear allowing you to write your note and add pictures
and documents for players to download.
2.2.1
Editing Tool Bar
Type the content, then format it using the toolbar detailed below:
- BOLDS the selected text, or text you are about to write
- Italicizes the selected text, or text you are about to write
- Underlines the selected text, or text you are about to write
- Left Aligns selected paragraph, or paragraph in which the cursor is placed
- Centers the alignment of the selected paragraph, or paragraph the cursor is placed
- Right Aligns selected paragraph, or paragraph in which the cursor is placed
- Numbers selected paragraph(s) in succession or paragraphs you are about to type
- Bullets selected paragraph(s) in succession or paragraphs you are about to type
2

PDF Document is a document anyone can view. It does not require a certain version of Microsoft or any other
software. It is very simple to download and view.
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- Decreases the indention of current or selected paragraph
- Increases the indention of current or selected paragraph
- Changes color of the selected text, or text you are about to type
- Cuts the selected text, which you can then paste into another field or area of the message
- Copies the selected text, which you can then paste into another field or area of the message
- Pastes the Copied or Cut text into the section in which your cursor is placed, or overwrites
highlighted text
- Creates Hyperlink in which someone can click on a word or words and be automatically taken to a
particular website.
- Removes Hyperlink, by highlighting the unwanted hyperlink and clicking this button
- Attaches a file which recipients can download and view (PDF’s of schedules, Consent forms,
Pictures, etc)
- Insert Table, for adding columns to help give a clean look for schedules, etc.
- Inserts Symbols or common text not found on a regular keyboard (®,™, é).
- Spell checks entire document and suggests corrections for any misspelled or unfamiliar words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Auto-Archive – Deletes news feed on date specified (optional).
Show Byline/Date – If selected will show who updated the post and when.
Save News Item – Saves News Item and posts it to the home page.
Title – Will be in bold letters above the news item.
Cancel – Cancels and erases everything in the box.
Content Box – This is where all of the content for the news feed will be placed.
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2.2.2
Using Excel to Post in Even Block Format
In the event that you need to create a block or group of evenly spaced text,
you can compile it in Excel the way you would like it displayed in the news
feed. Once you’ve completed the graph or list, highlight and copy all of the
desired cells and paste (using the handy dandy CTRL shortcuts you learned in
the Section 1.11)

Excel Spreadsheet

Once you’ve pasted these cells into the news feed, you will be able to delete
or add new rows or columns by using the arrows and x near the edge of the
cell in which you’ve selected with your cursor3.
The arrows will create a new row or column in the direction it is pointing
when clicked.
Pasted into News Feed

will delete the row or column it is representing.
If you delete the wrong column or row, don’t
worry. Simply use the CTRL+Z to undo the
mistake.
Feel free to take some initiative and get creative
with your news feeds … the only bad effort is one
not given!

2.3

Network Birthdays

On the left side of your dashboard, below the random selection of your
friendship connections, is a list of people in your network who are
celebrating their birthday today. This is a great opportunity to remind your
members of the incredible customer service you provide.
You can click on their name to go to their profile and write a happy birthday
message on their wall. Or, click on the open envelope to the right, and a
new email message will open with the subject line ready to go. Show your
members how much you care. Wish them all a Happy Birthday!

2.4

Casual Play Edits and Match Detail Views

In a players profile, their casual play matches will appear as seen in the image below:

The
screen.

3

link is only viewable to administrators. Click

and you will be taken to the following

The cursor is the arrow or pointing figure that your mouse or mouse-pad controls.
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From here you can change the date of play, set scores, bye or default status.
If the wrong player was entered, or if your member is requesting that the match be removed from their
match history, simply click the
button on the top right and delete the match. After changes are
made, briefly explain why you made changes and you can choose (as an administrator) to Route These
Changes for Verification, which will send the participants a notification to verify that your changes are
correct. If you’d prefer for them not to get that verification email, simply choose to Immediately Post
Results Without Verification.
Reasons to edit matches, would be:
• Player entered results against the wrong player
• Opponent rejected the match for the wrong reason
• Duplicate Match Entry
• Member has requested to have the match removed from their profile because they did not get the
chance to reject the casual match before it was automatically verified

2.5

Query & Exporting Data

The query and export data tool allows you to search through your database of players using a multitude
of filter criteria to help you find the group of players you are looking for. Once you’ve chosen your filter
criteria, you’ll have the option to export the results to an excel spreadsheet, with the choice of what
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players data to export, or you can display the result on the screen (this option will limit the display to a
maximum of 1000 records).
To start the query & export, you can find the link on your
page under the admin links, or on
under the My Applications section on the right of the page.
Once you click Query & Export Data your first task is to choose your Filter Criteria.

Racquetcap Rating:
Racquetcap Level:
Frequency of Play:

Last Login:
Event:
Member Type:
Gender:
Status:
Player Age:

The Rating Range of players to display for either singles or doubles.
Introductory, Provisional or Official
Filter by ‘Any’, ‘At Least’, ‘Exactly’ or ‘At most’ and choose the number of
matches and the time frame in which you are looking for. This is a great way to
see who are your most active participants on the system.
Filter by ‘Has’ or ‘Has Not Logged In’, and choose the time frame for logins.
Select an event to see only the players within the event, division, team or role
that meet all the other filter criteria in the export.
Restrict by Member, Guest, Staff, Pro or Any
Restrict by Male, Female, Unassigned or Any
Restrict by Active, Inactive members
Filter by an Age Range if desired

If you need to narrow the list even further, you can add up to 2 additional filters (link at bottom right).
When adding additional filters, you’ll have the option to add the additional filter as an (AND) filter, in
which case the list generated must meet the filter criteria listed in both filter. Or, you can add the
additional filter as an (OR) filter, in which case the list generated must meet at least one of the two filter
criteria offered.
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The second step is to choose your output options.

Comma-Separated Values (CSV) File will export the data into an excel spreadsheet. When choosing this
option, be sure to select the data you would like included in that spreadsheet from the list of data point
below.
Display Results on the Screen will generated a page showing each of the individuals in your network
that meet the filter criteria selected. This page will only show a maximum of 1000 players per page.
Once you have chosen all desirable options, click

.

If you choose, “Display Results on the Screen” the output options will be limited to:
• Full Name
• Gender
• Singles/Doubles Rating
• Singles/Doubles Rating Level
• Member type
• Member status

2.6

Managing Members

Manage Members is a search tool that allows administrators to view a large batch of club/league
members. The screen will initially display up to 500 members and then you can narrow by first or last
name, Racquetcap Ratings and Levels, Gender, Age or Membership type.
The Manage Members tool can be found on your network homepage under Admin Links or on
under the My Applications section. To find a specific member, simply fill in the search
fields and click,

. If the member you are looking for does not exist, we have also placed an
link at the top of the page.
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The results will be displayed in alphabetical order and showing the players’ Name, Phone Number, Email
Address, Racquetcap Rating, Member Type and Member Status.

The following portions of the results are hyperlinked:
• Name – Will take you to their profile page.
• Email – Will use your default email program to send that user a message.
• Edit Profile – Opens up that player’s Edit Profile screen, to update the contact information and
much more.
• Stats – Directs you to the player’s Singles Stats page (Navigate to doubles stats by clicking the
Doubles Stats tab from the Singles Stats Page).
• Match History – Directs you to the player’s Single’s match history (Navigate to doubles match
history by clicking on the Doubles History tab)

2.7

Confirming Unconfirmed Ratings

Unconfirmed Ratings occur when a player has not taken the rating wizard or
has not been assigned a Racquetcap Rating and another member enters a
score against them. The Racquetcap System attempts to predict what the
players skill level is be looking at the score against the rated player and
reverse engineering the rating engine to give the unrated player an
unconfirmed rating. Each match entered against an unrated player will
generate a new unconfirmed rating for that player. Only once a player logs
into the site and answers the rating wizard, or an administrator confirms the
player’s rating, will the player move from unconfirmed to Introductory.
To view members in your network with unconfirmed ratings, click on Review
Unconfirmed Ratings in the My Applications Section of MY DASHBOARD.
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Actions available in the Review Unconfirmed Rating Screen
• Clicking on player’s name will take you to their profile.
• Clicking on Singles, Doubles or Both Ratings will confirm the unconfirmed ratings to become
Introductory ratings.
• Clicking on Edit Profile will take you to their Edit Profile Page where you can access the Manual
Rating Adjustment section to assign a different Racquetcap rating than the unconfirmed rating
being displayed.

2.8

Editing a Player’s Profile, Password Reset and Adjusting a Racquetcap
Rating

Oftentimes, a player will request that you change their name from “William” to “Billy,” remove their
phone number, adjust their introductory rating a few notches or change their password to
“princesskitty2000.” It is for those reasons (and more) that we provide administrators with the ability to
edit a player’s profile.
You can access the member’s edit profile screen 2 different ways:
1. Manage Members and click on the edit profile link
2. Locate the player’s profile and click on the edit this member’s profile
link below their name. (See Figure 1)

Figure 1

When you first click on edit profile, the default section displayed is Basic Information, which is Name,
Gender, Birthday and Birthday Privacy.
Make edits to each section as necessary and be sure to click
after every edit to move to
the next section. If you only need to edit or view one particular section, simply click on the gray bar and
that section will be displayed.
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Contact Information will have Email, phone numbers and addresses
Racquetball Information will have playing preferences, ability to complete player bio, change Grade
display and provide other bits of Racquetball Playing Information
Membership Information will display the different networks the player belongs to and what type of
membership they have (Guest, Member, Staff or Pro).
Username and Password will provide you the ability to change their username and/or password and
send them a reminder using the
link.
Notification and Communication Preferences will allow you to change how often they receive
notifications from Racquetcap and for what.
Privacy will allow you to give your Racquetcap profile more privacy or more exposure.
Manual Rating Adjustments will give (only administrators) the ability to adjust Introductory and
Provisional level ratings.
Once you have completed all changes, be sure to click
screen.

at the top right hand corner of the
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2.8.1 Resetting a Member’s Password and Sending a Password Reminder
In the Edit Profile section of a member’s profile, click on the

bar.

To change their username, replace the text within the Website Username field.
To change their password, type their new password into the New Password and Confirm New Password
fields. 4 The characters will be displayed as dots in the password section.
To send them their log in information, simply click the

link at the bottom of the section.

There are cases when the profile you’re editing shares an email address with another profile (Mary and
Bob share an email address ‘marybob@email.com’ and both use it for contact information in their
Racquetcap Profiles). In these cases, it is difficult for the system to know which individual should receive
the login information. In these cases:
• Reset the password to something generic and call or email the individual with the details
• Use our handy-dandy mail-merge feature found in Chapter 4: Emails which will allow you to
send an email through the Racquetcap System with their login information included.
Once you have finished, be sure to click

.

You’ll also notice the field that shows: Last Login Date. If this shows (unknown), this player has never
logged into their account, which means it was created by an administrator, through a data upload, or by
an opponent entering results into the casual match entry wizard. If the player has logged in, the last
login date will display.

4

For privacy reasons, you will never be able to see their current password.
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2.8.2 Adjusting a Member’s Racquetcap Rating
While you’re in the Edit Profile, simply click on the Manual Rating Adjustment (which is visible only to
administrators).

For the adjustment Reason, you can choose from:
• Recommendation of Pro
• Insufficient Recent Scores
• Injury/Illness
• Initial Rating Was Incorrect
• Trend
• Other Results
• 1-2 Point Adjustment to Allow Play
Choose which rating you would like the adjustment to apply too (If you need to adjust each rating to a
different number, you can perform the adjustment for one rating, and then repeat for the other).
Assign the new rating (0-80). If you’re unsure where they compare on the chart, click on the
link within this section and the Racquetcap Rating scale will pop up in a new window to display. If you
have a general idea of Grade, you can view the men’s and women’s Grade approximations above and
below the scale. Scrolling down through the pop-up window will display clearer approximations of the
Grade equivalents.
Assigning or adjusting a player’s rating will always reset their Rating Accuracy Level back to Introductory,
ensuring that Provisional and Official Ratings are earned through match results. To understand more
about how the ratings are calculated, see Section 1.
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In the notes section, feel free to explain in further detail why you are giving the adjustment. Remember,
this information may be available for a member to see, so always be diplomatic in your reasoning. (If
the player is at an introductory level, they will not see any of the notes for the rating adjustment or who
made the rating adjustment.) When finished, click
.

2.9

Managing Network Permissions

Network Permissions enable administrative access to the selected profiles. Your network may be
limited in the number of administrative permissions available, and for good reason. After all, too many
chefs spoil the broth.
Advanced Networks have 5 Administrative Permissions.
Basic Networks have 3 Administrative Permissions.
League Networks have 2 Administrative Permissions.
(Contact your Racquetcap representative if you’d like to purchase more Administrative Permissions –
support@RacquetcapRacquetball.com)
If you’ve exceeded the maximum number of permissions, a notice will display when you click the
link at the top right corner. On your
page, under the Admin Links, you’ll see
a link labeled Manage Permissions.

The people displayed are the ones who currently have administrative access to your network.
Effective Date – When the permission was originally created
Expiration Date – The date the permission is set to expire
Active – Shows whether or not the administrative capabilities are active
Created – Date the administrative capability was created
Last Modified – Date it was last edited
- Will allow you to enter an expiration date
- Will revoke the permission and leave it in the list display for further actions
- Will Re-activate a previously revoked permission
- Will delete the name from the list
- Will allow you to grant new administrative permissions.

To grant a new permission, start typing the new administrators name in the Person field, enter an
expiration date (optional) and click

.
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2.10

Duplicate Management

Occasionally a player will be unaware that they currently have a profile, forget their login information or
will keep creating profiles to take the rating wizard until their initial rating is exactly where they’d like it
to be. Of course, this creates duplicates which can clutter your database and cause confusion when
opponents enter casual play matches, or other members request friendship connections.
Duplicates are usually discovered when entering scores, editing a roster or trying to send a message, but
you can also check for potential duplicates in the Birthdays section on your dashboard. When you spot
a duplicate, you can either email the duplicate profile names to support@RacquetcapRacquetball.com
and we’ll have it removed. Keep a look out for new tools that will allow administrators to merge player
accounts.

2.11

Adding/Inviting a New Member to your network

When the club or league adds new members, they most likely will not already have a Racquetcap Profile,
and so they will need to have one created for them. Some of your new members may be proactive and
register to the network. In this case, all you’ll need to do is Accept their pending registration.5
To add or invite a new player to your network, click on the
link which is located in the
My Applications section of
, or in the Admin Links on the
tab. A helpful
video is available at the top of the page as well as a reminder to Search for the person. It is critical to
search for each individual before you add them to your network to prevent adding duplicates to your
network.
Click
and be sure when you search, you choose to search All
RacquetcapRacquetball.com Networks. This will allow you to search through the ENTIRE Racquetcap
database for the new member. Be sure to search by the first three letters of their first name, and if they
cannot be found, search separately by the first three letters of their last name (sometimes Bill’s first
name in his profile will be William, so you may miss him if you only search for Bill).

5

See the beginning of this chapter about the Administrator’s To Do List
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1. Set to All RacquetcapRacquetball.com Networks
2. Search for first name, last name, email address or any other possible profile information.
3. If you find the player, click
.

Choose the appropriate member type, customize the invite message (optional) and click
.
They will receive the message in their email with a link to log in to the system and accept the network
invitation. If the member needs to be added to the network sooner, contact the Racquetcap Support
Staff and a System Administrator will manually add them to your network.
If the player does not exist anywhere in the Racquetcap System, click the Back button to return to the
Add a New Member screen.
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The information with asterisks (*) designates it as important information. Fill out as much information
as possible. If you don’t know the individual’s email address, leave it blank and a message will pop up:

If you absolutely do not know, or cannot find their email address, check the box in the warning message
to proceed without the players email. Remember, without a players email address, you will have no
way of communicating with the players through the Racquetcap site, so try to include their email
address when adding them to your network.
*If your club/league uses member ID’s, add that in the Membership Information section.*
Next, you can assign an Introductory Racquetcap Rating.

This part is completely optional, and should only be completed if you know the approximate Grade of
the player in question. If you would prefer to have them self rate using the rating wizard when they first
login, simply leave their ratings blank and they will be prompted to complete the questionnaire upon
first log in.
If you do choose to Rate the player, the Racquetcap Rating Scale is readily available with the link
provided in this section. A pop up window will display the scale in its entirety with men and women’s
Grade equivalents.
Click
at the bottom right of the page. If you missed any important information, the
system will remind you to fill it out before you continue.
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If the name or email address you entered is already in the system, the following warning message will
appear:

The names are linked to that user’s profile, for you to view and confirm that your player is not a
duplicate. If one of the players displayed is in fact the person you are adding, click
and follow the invite steps as discussed earlier. If none of the potential duplicates being displayed are
the player you are adding, check the ‘No Matches’ box and then click

.

Once the new player has been added, the system provides an opportunity to send a welcome email,
complete with links, username and password.
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Sending the message is optional. Simply click
and a custom email will be sent to the
email address specified in the Add a New Member form. Feel free to customize this message as
necessary.
The Related Links at the bottom of the page will allow you to add another member, or view the
member’s profile you just created.

2.12

Racquetcap Administrators Network – A Network for Administrator
Resources

The Racquetcap Administrators Network is like the VIP lounge at the airport. This network provides a
wide range of resources for Racquetcap Administrators.

To access the Administrators Network, click on the name of the network on your Profile or Dashboard.
The Racquetcap Administrators Network provides the following useful Resources:
• Admin Training Videos
• General Images for News Feeds, Event Logos or Hyperlinks
• Understanding the Public Portal
• New Network Documents
o Six Month Launch Plan
o Welcome Handout for Members
o Casual Play Etiquette
o Racquetcap FAQ’s
o Parental Consent Forms
o Adult Rating Chart
o Junior Rating Chart
o Other General Training Information
• Racquetcap Event Information
o Scorecards (half and full sheets, 2003 and 2007 Microsoft versions)
o Event Flyers (allows you to easily customize flyers to post around your club)
• Prince Promotions
o Junior Get out and Play Event
o Connect with Friends Promotion
The Racquetcap Administrators Network is a Stealth Network, meaning the network is only visible to its
members. Be sure to explore these great resources. Any questions can be answered by contacting the
Racquetcap Support Team:
Contact:
support@RacquetcapRacquetball.com.
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Chapter 3: Creating and Managing Event
Events are an important aspect of the Racquetcap System as they provide organizations with
opportunities to further engage their members while generating additional revenue. In Racquetcap, we
use the term “Events” to cover any form organized activity that can be improved by leveraging at least
one of the many tools available in the Racquetcap Event Management System. Events include but are
not limited to:
• Flex Leagues
• Team Leagues
• Any Form of League
• Organized Play
• Ladders
• Tournaments
• Any Type of Event requiring online registration, scheduling, score entry and verification, and
dynamic standings calculation
With events managed on Racquetcap, you can:
• Increase participation
o Provide a convenient way for players to register
o Use Email tools to target the most appropriate groups
o Leverage the social networking tools to allow your event to become viral
• Save time in managing the event
o Manage registrations with ease
o Create a full event schedule in minutes
o Give players the ability to enter scores – Racquetcap does the rest
• Improve your members experience in the event by allowing players to:
o Track their results and statistics
o See up-to-date event standings
o Easily communicate and arrange games with other players
o View their personal event schedule
In this chapter you will learn how to:
• Create and manage your event
• Promote the event with invitations
• Create divisions and teams using the Roster Assignment Wizard
• How to edit or add teams to a roster
• Create schedules
• Submit scores
• Award bonus points to players
We will also offer a list of different creative event ideas. (Feel free to take full credit!)
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3.1

Getting Started

To “Create a New Event” there are a few different places an administrator can
start from.
1. From
– If you are logged in as an administrator,
there is “Admin Links” on the top right hand corner, in which
the 2nd link from the top is “Create A New Event”
2. From
on the right hand side, under “My
Applications” is Event Management, in which you can “Create
A New Event” or View Existing Events.
3. From the
Tab, on the left hand side is also
an area labeled “Event Management” in which there will be a “Create A
New Event” link.

Terms you need to know
Below is a list of terms that will be used consistently in this chapter, with a brief description of what
each term means as it relates to the Racquetcap Event Management System.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2

Event – a league, ladder or tournament created in the Event Management System (usually an
event that requires online registration, scheduling, score entry or standings calculations)
Division – a group of participants/teams within the event, usually used to separate dates,
genders or skill levels (one event can have multiple divisions)
Team – a group of two or more players within a team event
Player – the active participant in your event
Sub – player that won’t be as active, but might substitute in a game or two
Captain – organizer of a team within a team event that has more admin functions that players or
subs
Standings – the page that illustrates the ranking order of participants in the event based on the
criteria you specify for how standings will be determined
Roster – the area in which all Teams and/or players participating can be found
Schedule and Results – the area in which the schedule of matches and score entry will take place
Captains Corner – the area in which a list of all captains is provided, accessible to only captains
and administrators

Step 1: From Scratch, Templates and Similar Previous

While scrolling over each option in STEP 1, you’ll notice a green box to the far right which has
information about each option to choose. This handy green info-box will be displayed throughout the
event creation process to offer insightful and useful information about the option your cursor is
hovering over.
Keep in mind, that at any time, you can Edit the event settings of the event that you’ve created. So if
anything needs to be changed, there is an “Edit Event Settings” option that allows you to correct any
minor oversights made during the creation process.
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In step 1, there are 4 options for creating a new event.
1. Start From Scratch – if you’ve never planned an event similar to what you’re planning, choose this
option and this is a brand new, ready to be easily customized event creation option.
2. Use An Event Template – Racquetcap Provides many pre-defined templates, in which the settings
are all pre-configured for a simple publication. All you’ll need to do is rename the event (maybe
make a tweak or two) and click “Save.” Racquetcap Templates have been created specifically for
Life Time Racquetball and include:
a) Life Time Singles League – Game Play
This format is used when you are hosting league nights where multiple players show up, and
based on who attends, you arrange single game matches where players may play multiple
games in an evening. Each Game in this format counts as one match.
b) Life Time Singles League – Match Play
This format is used when each league division competes on a specific night against a
prescheduled opponent where the players will play a total of three games during their 1 hour
court time. Each week, players will compete against a new opponent within the league division.
(Keep a look out for more Racquetcap Templates)
Once you have selected an Event Template, all the other settings within the event will setup for you.
Feel free to review the pre-determined settings within the event. Change the event name to the
appropriate season for your league, change the event dates and the registration dates, and save your
event.
Copy A Similar Previous Event – If you’ve created a league or event previously that was a huge success,
this drop down will provide a list of all of your previous events (Closed, Archived and Active)6 in which
you can select and the event will “Copy” the exact same set up so all you’ll need to do is adjust the name
and click “Continue” and “Save Event.” Your divisions will also be copied from the previous event.

3.3

Step 2: Enter Event Information

is critical to setting up you event correctly. This step is divided into 4
categories. Most fields7 are all appropriately labeled and if you’re unsure about a particular field, the
handy green info-box on the right is there to help. Scroll over any item in the Event Creation Wizard,
and the info box will update with a detailed explanation of the item.
3.3.1 General Event Information
• Event Title: Be sure to name your event, using the date or season in the title to differentiate the
event from similar previous events.
• How will play be organized: (Enter same information as is found on the Roster assignment
Wizard)
Choose Individual for a Singles or Rotating Partner Doubles Event
Choose Team for a Fixed Partner Doubles or any type of Team Event
• Event Dates: List the start and end date of the event
• Event Status: Choose from the Four Options Available
o New/Hide – This is an “Unpublished Event” which means that only administrators can
view the event. It will not be visible to players until it is made active.

6

Deleted Events will not be shown
A “Field” is the box into which you type your information, or place where cattle graze. “Fields” in this manual will
be referring to the first description.
7
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o
o

o

Active – An Event that is visible to all members of the network in the Upcoming, Current
or Past Events section of the site.
Archived – Used to move an old completed event (usually 1 year old) out of the event
list and into the archived section of the site. This will hide the completed event from
players
Deleted – If you choose to Delete an Event, this is how to do it. This will remove the
event, the players and the results from the system, so use this option with caution.

3.3.2 Event Registrations Settings
This section will let you manage all aspects of online registration including:
• Registration Dates – the date range in which you would like players to be able to register.
Depending on the event, this may be several months before the event starts to allow more time
to get more registrations. It may end a few days before the event begins to allow time for
organizing the event schedules, etc. (ex. Flex League) or it may continue throughout the event to
allow other new players to register while the event is running (Challenge Ladder)
• Who can Register – consider whether members of your network, members of specific related
networks (if available) or anyone using Racquetcap can register to participate in your event.
• Registration Restrictions:
o Individual Event – Decide how many people you want to be able to register for your
event. Once you have reached that limit, all other registrations will be moved to the
wait list, unless you choose to limit the number of waitlisted players as well. Waitlists
are great when you have last minute cancelations.
o Team Event – Apply limitations on the number of teams and the number of players per
team that can register, as well as your waitlisted restrictions.
• Manage Invitations: Choose to enable invitations, which will give each member who registers
the opportunity to invite their friends to play in the same event. The friends available to invite
will depend on your restrictions of who can be invited (Members Only or Anyone on
Racquetcap) and who is eligible to participate in the event (based on the age, gender and skill
level restrictions created in the divisions).
3.3.3 Event Scoring Configuration
This section will help you determine how best to calculate the standings for your event. There are many
different options for managing the standings within the event.
How Will Standings be Determined – There are several options to choose from:
• Challenge Ladder (Bump) – Winner of the Challenge Match will take the place of his higherrated opponent and “bump” everyone else down the ladder.
• Challenge Ladder (Swap) – Winner of the Challenge Match will swap places with his higherrated opponent
• Percentage of Points Won (Average) - For Individuals, standings will be calculated using the
average number of points won in each Match played. For Teams, standings will be calculated
using the average number of points won in each Duel played
• Points (Average) - standings will be determined by tallying the number of points earned by each
player (or team) and dividing the total by that player's (or team's) number of matches played
• Points (Total) - standings will be determined by tallying the total number of points earned by
each player (or team)
• Use Draw Sheet Results - standings will be determined based on the results presented in the
corresponding Draw Sheet. This option works in conjunction with the Event (or Division) Format
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selected on the next page. Selecting this option when a Draw Sheet is not being used will cause
Standings to be suppressed.
Point Assignments – This illustrates all the different options for how to assign point to players based on
the scores entered and the results of the matches being played. For simplicity, only 3 point assignment
options are displayed. But, if you click the “More Options” link to the left of the points, you’ll see all the
options available.
Standings Formats – If it’s an individual event, it’s not necessary to show Team standings. In a team
event, your players might like to see the individuals standings within the event. This will show the
individual standings based on each individuals performance in the event, regardless of how each team
has done.
Standings Data – Many players would like to see as much standings data as possible to give them more
feedback about where they stand in the event. This section allows you to choose how much data you
would like to show in the event.

3.3.4 Advanced Event Configuration
One thing to be sure you review is the “Advanced Event Configuration.” To view the Advanced Event
Configuration, click the (Show) link at the bottom of the page.
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This gives added options to help customize and manage events more easily. Below you’ll find details of
the different settings in the Advanced Event section:
Event Competitiveness – There are 4 different weights your match play results can have on your
Racquetcap Rating Calculation. The more competitive the play, the more it will count towards the next
rating calculation. The options to choose from are:
1. Do Not Rate Results – For mixers, social events where results need not count towards ratings
2. Casual Play – For casual matches (1x weight)
3. Competitive Play – Leagues, Ladders, some tournaments or round robins (3x weight)
4. Super Competitive – Competitive Tournaments or League Playoffs (5x weight)

Event Accessibility – This controls who can browse through your event when they arrive at your
network homepage. Below details the 3 options available and the accessibility they provide:
1. Public – This will make the event accessible to anyone that gets access to the event URL,
even if they are not logged into Racquetcap. In other words, if you want the press or a
parent to see the event, but they don’t have a Racquetcap Account, simply make the event
public, then copy the URL of the event and send it to the appropriate people. They’ll be able
to browse through the results of the event without logging in.
2. Anyone Using Racquetcap – this will restrict the event to only those individuals who have
Racquetcap Accounts. That means anyone joining through the public portal or through any
other club networks.
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3. Members of this Network and Affiliated Networks – this will restrict the event to your
members only, and the members of any affiliated networks you may have.
Default Number of Singles/Doubles Courts – This allows you to set a specific number of courts to be
available when entering scores for your events. Primarily used for team events where you may have 3
courts playing per dual, this dictates how many courts will show in the score entry screen. If you are
creating a doubles event, put “0” into the singles field and if you are creating a singles event, put “0” in
the doubles field.
Default Court Order: If, in a team event with both singles and doubles, you want court 1 to be singles,
court 2 doubles, and court 3 singles, you can create this court order by using ‘SDS’ as a code
representing singles, doubles, singles.
Allow Additional Courts: Controls the ability to add or remove courts within the score entry page. If
you’re not sure, keep it as YES.
Rating to Display – This is the rating that will be shown throughout the event.
• Roster Rating – shows the Racquetcap Rating of players when they first registered for the event
• Current Rating – shows their most up-to-date rating
• Both – shows the difference between the two, which can be fun to see how players ratings have
changed since registering for the event
Allow Captains/Players to Create Duels/Matches and Enter Results, etc. – This is a very important one
to pay attention too. In a team event, typically it is set up so that only captains can enter scores. When
players register for an event, the person who registered the team is automatically assigned the captain
designation. If you add the team to the roster, you will be given the option to choose the captain.8
*Keep in mind, giving players or captains the ability to enter scores is great when schedules are
preloaded or created. If you want your players/captains to setup their own matches and enter their
results, you’ll need to ensure that players/captains can create matches/duels.*
In an individual event, there usually are not captains, so you would allow players to enter results and
leave the captain option as “No.” If you want to make score entry only available to administrators, you
can set all of these options to “No.” Remember, regardless of how you have this portion of the event
setup configured, admin will always have the ability to enter, verify and edit match scores.
Match Scoring Method: Stick with the default STANDARD scoring method unless you are playing a
handicapped tournament, using the difference in players’ ratings as a handicap in the matches. In this
case, choose the RACQUETCAPPED match.
Minimum Game Count and Behavior: This gives you the opportunity to identify when matches may
have been entered incorrectly. If you are running a league that requires best of three games, you’ll
change the minimum game count to 2. Any match that is entered with only one game will behave as
determined in the Min Game Count Behavior. Here you can choose to AUDIT the match, in which case
the match will show up in the Matches that Require Attention list. If you choose to REJECT in the
behavior, the player entering the score will not be able to save until they enter at least 2 games.

8

See “Edit Roster” for more information on manually adding teams.
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Show Contact Data on Roster: This option determines if the contact information such as Phone and
Email should be visible on the Rosters for this event.
• No - Contact Data will be suppressed.
• Yes - to others on the same Team only - Contact data will be visible to other participants from
the same Team (or, for individual events, other participants in the same Division).
• Yes - to everyone in this Event - Contact data will be visible to other participants from
throughout the Event
Default Tab: Use this option to customize which tab users will land on when first accessing the event.
Average Duplicate Scores: This option determines if the results of duels between the same
teams/players should be averaged when calculating standings. For example, if a group of 5 players have
to play 5 matches against different opponents, everyone will play one person twice. Some unlucky
players will play the strongest players twice, while others will play the weakest players twice. Enabling
this option will average the scores of the matches played against the same opponent to remove any
scoring advantages.
Event Series: Use this option to create a series for your event. A series allows you to link multiple
events together and then roll up the standings across all of these events. So, if you run a Fall, Winter,
Spring and Summer League, creating a League Series and linking each League Event to the series will roll
up the standings of the series so you can identify one winner across all four seasons. The series roll up
will support divisions standings roll up only if all divisions within each of the seasons have identical
characters in their names.
Click

3.4

and you will be taken to

.

Step 3: Configure Event Divisions

In step 3, you can add another new division by clicking the
one of the current divisions by clicking the “edit” link to the far right of the division.

button, or edit
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By clicking on the

or the “Edit” link, you will be taken to the screen below.

Division Information
When you add a new division, or edit an existing division, you are given the ability to add a division
name (usually based on the skill level or the type of division), as well as the type of play and the division
format. This division format will control the Auto-Scheduling Tool you will have access to within the
event (selecting Tournament (with Draw Sheets) will enable the draw sheet capabilities within the
event.)
Division Entry Criteria
This section allows you to restrict who is eligible to register for this event. You can restrict this by
gender (so men don’t register to a women’s event), age (so juniors don’t register to adult leagues) and
skill level (so an C player won’t register to an A division). Leaving the limits empty will create no
restrictions. Setting a low range with no upper level will restrict the event from that age or level and
beyond. (i.e. Age Range of 18 – (Empty) will allow anyone over 18 to register)
• Singles and Doubles Range – If you plan on dividing your divisions by skill level, you can restrict
your divisions by Racquetcap Rating so that only those with a certain Racquetcap Rating within a
pre-selected range can register for this division. For a singles event, leave the doubles range
blank and for a doubles event, leave the singles range blank.
Once you’ve completed your new division, or finished editing a division, click
and you will be
taken back to Step 3. Continue adding as many divisions as needed, and once you have finished, click
and voila – your event has been created!
FYI - Thinking about Divisions for Registration
Divisions are an important part of any event setup. Many clubs will setup multiple divisions to give their
members the opportunity to select which divisions they would prefer to play in. However, if too many
options are offered, this can sometime backfire on the success of the event, especially when first
launching your Racquetcap Site. For example, if you have 10 divisions, with 2 players registering in each
division, you probably won’t have enough players to host the event. Not only that, but passers-by who
see only two players in each division may assume that the event is too small and will therefore not
register for the event (the more players in the event, the more players will want to participate).
However, if the same number of players had registered for one division, you would 20 players. This
appears to be a far more active event that will encourage more and more players to participate. Best of
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all, Racquetcap provides you with the Roster Assignment Wizard, a tool built to help you turn your one
large division of players into multiple divisions comprising of the most compatible players.
Our recommendation – start each event with one registration division, and let the players know that
once the registration has closed, they will be grouped into the most compatible divisions to give them
the most competitive matches.

3.5

Adding a News Feed9

Adding News to every event is essential because it gives the user more information about the event.
You want to entice every person that lands on the event page to register for the event. To do this, you
need to give them a compelling reason why they should register, and generally, the event title alone will
not be compelling enough. Be sure to include a description of the event format, time of play, cost, rules
and what players can expect (If you have a PDF or Word document for the rules, you can download this
into the newsfeed). Including images is always a great way to make the event more appealing, and
remember to include the contact info for the event organizer so that players can call or email if they
have questions.
*FYI – The better your Event Description in your newsfeed, the more likely players are to participate. This
is your chance to shine. See the two examples of the same event below, and decide which one you would
rather register.
Ex. 1. Round Robin Mixer:
Join us for a Round Robin Mixer. Saturdays at 2pm. $25 per person. All skill Levels Welcome.
Ex. 2. Round Robin Mixer:
This round robin mixer is a club favorite. We’ll match players of compatible skill level to give you at least
three games of fun and competitive singles. Refreshments will be provided and all skill levels are
welcome. Plus, the results from each week will be entered into Racquetcap and we’ll be giving great
prizes to each weekly winner as well as a grand prize to the season champion who accumulates the most
points throughout the season.
Cost: $25 per player per week (refreshments included)
Skill Level: All skill levels welcome
Date & Time: Saturdays at 2pm
Bring a friend, and join in the fun!*

3.6

Inviting Players to your Event

The recommended way to market your Racquetcap Event is by sending a mass email to a targeted group
of players with registration links included so players can easily register for the event. To learn more
about the using the Racquetcap Email System to send effective invitations for your event, see Chapter 4.

3.7

Accepting Registrations and the Registration Queue

Once you’ve got a few great events set up, and you have sent invitation to players to
register for the events, the registrations should start coming in, making your To do List
look something like this. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

9

For more information on adding a news feed, see “Chapter 2: Administrative Tasks”
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To accept registrations, click on the “# Pending Event Registrations To Review” link in your To Do List,
(or click on the Event Registration Queue on the Event Homepage) to land on the Event Registration
Summary. From this page you can view how many registrants have been Accepted, how many
registrants are Pending and how many are currently Waitlisted.
To act on the Registrations, click on the number associated with the Accepted, Pending or Waitlisted
Registrations.

When a player registers for an event, they sit in virtual limbo until an administrator accepts or rejects
their event registration. The Registration queue also allows you to re-assign a player to a different
division than the one re-quested, change roles requested (captain, player, sub) or just accept them and
wait until the event is full to use the Roster Assignment Wizard to assign them to a division.
The filters in the gray box allow you to narrow the registrants shown by team, division, organization,
Racquetcap rating and registration status. By default, the registration queue will only show those that
are pending. You will have the ability to also see those that have been accepted, canceled, waitlisted or
all of the above. The screen is also set by default to show only 10 people on the screen at a time, which
can be easily changed to show up to 500 people per page.
To accept, reject, assign or reassign a player, you must first check the box on the left hand side of their
name. You can select all of the names shown by clicking the box at the top of the list.
Then click the drop down next to “Act Upon Selected Registrations” and choose one of the following:
• Accept – This will give you the option to notify the registrant that you have accepted their
registration, but they have not been assigned to the Roster yet. Use this option only when you
anticipate using the Roster Assignment Wizard.
• Cancel/Decline – If there are duplicate registrations, a cancelation, or if someone has registered
for the wrong event, you may want to cancel or decline their registration.
• Move to Roster – This will move them directly to the Roster position they have requested for
the team or division they registered too.
• Reassign Requested Division/Organization – This will change a player’s division/organization
they requested. If player “Eddie Example” requested to play in the Women’s 3 division, but he
obviously belongs in the Men’s 2 division, this will give you the ability to change the division.
Keep in mind, you only change the division they requested, in order to move them to that
division, you must then check the box next to their name again and then “Move To Roster”
• Change Roster Roles – The Role requested is indicated by the first letter of the role (C-Captain,
P-Player, S-Sub). If you need to change that, select the box to the left of the player you would
like to change the role of and then you will be given the options of what role you would like to
change them too.
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Once you have chosen an action to perform, your extra options (if applicable - new division, roster, etc)
will appear for you to select the new assignment along with the option to notify the registrant of the
new status of their registrations.
This is purely optional. You’ll notice another check box next to “Notify Registrant.” If this box is
unchecked, the registrant will not receive any notification about their new status in the event. You will
have the ability to customize the message and add any personalization to it. The words surrounded by
the “$” will be auto-filled with the appropriate information (i.e. first name, event title and event link).

Once you are ready to move the registrants to the roster, reassign divisions or roster roles, click “Process
Registrations” at the bottom right and voila! You’ve made the changes necessary to start your event!
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*Remember, anything besides “move to roster” will require further actions before the players are on the
event roster. Changing their roles or divisions does not automatically put them on the Roster. Accepting
them allows them to be pulled into the Roster Assignment Wizard, the amazing tool which we will learn
about next.*

3.8

Adding Participants to the Event

As with any club event, you may have multiple ways for players to register for an event (call at the club,
a sign-in page at the front desk, etc.) which means that all your players may not register online. For
those people that don’t register online, you can easily manually add them to the event.
On the event home page, at the top right is a section labeled “Admin Links.” The first option is “Add
New Participants.” Click on this link and you will be taken to the “Add Participants” Page.
From here, you will have 2 options.
A. Add Individual Participants By Name
To add an individual person, be sure to have the “Add Participants by Name” tab selected and choose
which division you would like to assign them to. Start Typing their name into the “Locate Player” Field
and click on their name from the drop down tab. Use the Drop Down arrow to select the network the
individual is representing, choose the appropriate action below.
Assign the player to the registration queue if you plan on using the Roster Assignment Wizard, or
directly to the Roster if you do not plan on using the Roster Assignment Wizard.

Specify the role in which they are to have in the event and then click
Rinse, Lather and repeat as many times as necessary.
B. Copy Participants From Another Event
This tool also provides the time-saving ability to add multiple people from a previous event by using the
“Copy Participants from Another Event” tab. Follow the steps below to successfully add multiple players
to the event:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Action: Add Directly to Roster (If you’re not planning on using the Roster Assignment Wizard) or
Add to Registration Queue (If you do plan on using the Roster Assignment Wizard).
Target event: The event you’re adding players to.
Target Division: The division you would like the old participants to be assigned too (In team
events, you will be given the option to name the new team you are copying).
Source Event: The event from which you would like to copy the participants.
Source Division: The division from which you would like to copy the participants.
Source Team: The team from which you would like to copy participants (only applicable in Team
Events).

Once you have each option selected, click
and you will be able to choose which
participants (or all) that you would like to assign to the new event roster.

The players with the
indicates that they are not compatible with the restrictions set in the division.
(Gender, Racquetcap Rating Range or Age is outside the parameters set in division – See Step 3:
Configure Event Divisions)
Select which (or all) participants you would like to add to the target division or team, the role you would
like them to have and then click
at the bottom of the screen. Repeat as many
times as necessary.
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3.9

Using the Roster Assignment Wizard

Once you have accepted all registrations, using the Registration Queue, you will be able to use the
Roster Assignment Wizard (Referred to as RAW for this section) to assign players to the Roster, Create
Teams and Divisions.
To get started using the Roster Assignment Wizard, you can find the link at the bottom of the
Registration queue (see Figure 8.1), or on the event home page in Step 3 (Figure 8.2)of the “Now it’s
time to make your event a huge success” section.
Figure 1

Figure 2

Remember, you can only use the Roster Assignment Wizard if players have been accepted, using the
Registration Queue. And only use the RAW once registration has closed to ensure that everybody that
wants to participate can.
When you click on the Roster Assignment Wizard, you’ll be taken to the Introduction, asking you to
Finalize Your Event. Make sure you know how you want your event organized. Do you want to arrange
teams by personal requests, skill level or gender? Divisions in the same fashion?
Once you have decided the team/division particulars, click

(Figure 3).
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Figure 3

Step 1 – Event Settings
Step 1 allows you to Rename the Event, choose how standings will be determined and what type of an
event you are hosting.
•
•
•

Individual - Singles, Rotating Partner Doubles, or Both
Fixed Partner Doubles
Team Event - Two or more singles or doubles players compete against two or more singles or
doubles players in different teams.

The great thing about RAW is if you would like for members to more easily sign up for the event using
the Individual Registration, you would be allowed to change the event type in Step 1. Also, if you are
hosting a doubles event but the players don’t know who they want their doubles partner to be, the
event can be created as an individual event and changed in step 1 to a doubles event, allowing you to
assign the doubles partners for the players.
Figure 4

Once you have decided your event type, click “Continue” and you will be taken to the next step. If
you’re event is a Team Event, you will be taken to step 2, if an individual event, Step 3.
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Step 2 – Team Assignments
In a team event, the system will automatically take the ratings of the players and recommend teams for
you. You can change the Minimum or Maximum Players per team, choose a Maximum Rating Variance
or whether or not to Ignore Requested Teams. When you ignore a requested team, a player who
requested to be on a particular team will be systematically re-assigned based on their Racquetcap
Rating.

From here, you can re-assign teams by changing the number in the “Team #” Heading. To place Steve
Timperley in Team 2, simply replace the “1” in the box with a 2, and he will be grouped with everyone in
Team 2. You can change their roles as Captains, Players or Subs, and create a new team by simply
placing a new number next to the person’s name. If the team numbers reach 8, place a 9 next to the
players you would like to add to a new team.
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Once you have arranged how you would like the teams to be organized, click
2b: Specifying the Team Name.

to go to Step

The system will automatically name the team based on the last names of the first two players in the
team. Feel free to edit these team names as necessary. Once finished, click
to go to
.
Step 3 – Division Assignments
For Division Assignments, the system automatically uses any of the divisions that were used in the event
creation. If you only used 1 registration division, the system will automatically assign everyone into the
same registration division. To have the RAW create new divisions, based on Racquetcap Ratings, choose
to YES to Ignore Requested Divisions. Then use the Min and Max Teams per Division as well as the
Maximum Rating Variance and click
.

Based on your specified settings, the RAW will group teams into the best possible division. You then
have the option to further adjust the divisions by changing the division number associated with each
team. You can also create additional divisions by placing an unused number in the Division # box.
Ex: If the division assignment numbers reach a maximum of 3, use the number 4 to assign teams to a
newly created division.
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Once you have finished,

to step 3b.

Here, you can rename the divisions as you see fit and click

to

.

Step 4 – Review and Save
Review all of your Team Names, Players and which divisions they’ve been assigned to. If you need to
make changes to teams, you can simply click on the Green Arrow labeled, STEP 2: Team Assignments or
if you need to make changes to a division, click on the Green Arrow labeled, STEP 3: Division
Assignments.
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Once the Roster is set to your liking, ensure the “Notify Registrants” box is checked if you’d like to notify
your players of the final event changes. After sending the message to the participants,
and VOILA! You have successfully utilized our Roster Assignment Wizard.

3.10 Scheduling
3.10.1 The Tencap/Racquetcap Auto-Scheduler
The Tencap & Racquetcap Systems provide an easy way to create schedules for your events. Once you
have created the event, sent out registration notification emails (see Chapter 4 Emails) and finalized
your rosters, you can now schedule your event. In an individual Singles, Rotating Partner Doubles or
Fixed Partner Doubles event, you must have every person who wishes to participate on the roster
before you can use the auto-scheduler.
In a team event, all you’ll need is every team who wishes to participate. The individual players will not
need to be on the roster of those teams until the actual dates of play.
After all of your rosters or teams have been finalized (see Registration Queue or Edit Roster for more
information on finalizing rosters), click on the
tab of the division for which you would
like to schedule. Below the tabs, you’ll see the following:

To Auto-Schedule matches for this division, click on
The next page will provide your scheduling options:

within the schedule & results tab.
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Click on

which will take you to Step One of the Auto-Scheduling Process.

*Overview of the features in the Auto-Scheduler:
•
•
•
•

Schedule Fixed Time Leagues
Skip Dates for holidays or other big events happening for your organization
Evenly schedule seasons/round robin tournaments so players/teams play everyone once
before they play the same person twice.
Schedule Flex Leagues

•
•
•
•

Schedule One Day Round Robins
Assign Home/Away
Assign Tasks to individual players
Start schedule from half way through season

3.10.2 STEP 1: Event Settings
Here, you’ll choose if this is event is:
• Individual Play – Players participate individually and standings are tracked for each player
independently
o Singles – Players will participate in Singles Matches only
o Rotating Partner Doubles – Players will participate in Doubles Matches with various
Partners
• Fixed Partner Doubles Play – Players participate with the same Doubles Partner.
• Team League Play – Teams with multiple players compete against other teams.
Once you’ve made your choices, click

to continue to Step 2.

3.10.3 Step 2: Scheduling Options
First you’ll choose the type of schedule:
Flex League

Date of play is set as a guideline for when the match has to be completed, time
of day is irrelevant because Flex allows players to coordinate matches conducive
to their own schedule.

Fixed Time League

Date and Time of play are set as well as the amount of courts available, so if you
have 4 courts, but 6 matches to play for that division, the coordinator can allow
60 minutes per match and the scheduler will schedule 4 matches for that first
hour, and the following 2 matches will be scheduled for the next hour. (Skip to
Fixed Time League for more examples of uses and instructions)

One Day Round Robin Allows you to choose date, start time, number of rounds to play, court
availability and amount of time per match and then schedules matches in a
round robin succession.
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3.10.4 Flex League Scheduling from Step 2
1. Choose the start date in which play for this division will start. Keep in mind, these dates are a
guideline as to when matches should be completed
2. End after # Rounds -OR- on a specific date
3. Choose to use the term Weeks or Rounds to describe the rounds of play and what number to
start from. (“Number to start from” may change to something other than 1 if play has already
occurred for the first few weeks and you are adding additional weeks onto the current
schedule).
4. Players Selected – If you have players who are on the Roster, but shouldn’t be included in this
schedule, click on the
and uncheck any of the players you would not want to
include in this schedule
5. Type the dates you would like to skip in the following format: MM/DD/YYYY. This will prevent a
schedule from being created on these dates. Keep in mind, it will not prevent the schedule from
being created for the entire week, so if your schedule is on a Monday, ensure the date to skip is
also a date on a Monday.
6. If you’d like Home/Away assignments, click the Assign Home/Away box. This will assign a
player/team in each scheduled match with Home or Away.
7. Choose up to 2 tasks to assign, such as Bring Balls, Bring Refreshments, Bring Music, etc.
8. Click

This takes you to
Review your rounds/weeks. If you’d like to reorganize the schedule (maybe you want a different person
or team to have a first round BYE) feel free to use the
button to reshuffle until the schedule
appears satisfactory. Once the schedule it to your liking, click
.
Your schedule will now be available in the
Tab of the division. Players can now view
the schedule, enter results and view the results of each match or duel that has already taken place.
3.10.5 Fixed Time League From Step 2
1. Choose a Start Date
2. Choose the number of rounds you would like this schedule to have, or date on which it should
end.
3. Choose the day (or days) your rounds will be played on each week.
a. If the rounds will be played every Saturday starting at 10am, fill in the weekday/time
slots appropriately.
b. If the rounds will be split up on separate days, select those different days and start
times as well as how many courts will be available at the time (or how many duels to
play if in a team event.)

c. If the number of available courts changes throughout the allotted time for play, (1 court
available at 7am, but 2 available at 8am) select the day on which play is expected to
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occur for both spots in the schedule days portion. Select the time you would like play to
start and how many matches will be played with the limited number of courts. In the
second spot, select the same day of the week and the time the additional court(s) will
become available. Choose the remaining amount of matches left to complete the round
and the amount of courts that are now available at that time.

This will allow the 1 court to be scheduled for 7:00 am and the remaining matches will
be scheduled in the 2 courts available starting at 8:00 am.
4. If there are more matches than courts available for that time slot, select a time estimate per
match (minutes or hours – use whole numbers – no decimals). This will automatically add the
additional matches at times when the first matches are expected to be completed.

5. Choose to use the term Weeks or Rounds to describe the rounds of play and which number to
start from. (Number to start from is in the occasion play has already occurred for the first few
weeks and you would like the auto-scheduler to start from week/round 2 or 3, etc.)
6. Players Selected – If you have players who are on the Roster, but shouldn’t be included in this
schedule, click on the
and uncheck any of the players you would not want to
include in this schedule
7. Type the dates you would like to skip in the following format: MM/DD/YYYY
8. If you’d like Home/Away assignments, click the Assign Home/Away box
9. Choose up to 2 tasks to assign, such as Bring Balls, Bring Refreshments, Bring Music, etc.
10. Click
This takes you to
Review your rounds/weeks, if you’d like for a different person or team to have a first round BYE, feel
free to use the
button to reshuffle until the schedule appears satisfactory. Once you have the
schedule where you’d like it click
.
Your schedule will now be available in the
Tab of the division. Players can now view
the schedule, enter results and view the results of each match or duel that has already taken place.
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For example: If you have 10 players in a singles event starting at 6pm, but only 2 courts available, and
your estimated time per match is 1 hour, you will create a fixed time schedule as follows:

The auto-scheduler will randomly assign 4 players to the first two courts on the scheduler. It will then
assign the next two matches at 7pm, and the last scheduled match at 8pm.
Step 3 below allows you to review the schedule, and then
when the schedule is to your
liking.
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Below, you can see the date and time of play, home assignments and tasks.

3.10.6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

One Day Round Robin from Step 2
Select the day in which the round robin will occur
Select the start time for the event
Select the number of courts available
Select the number of rounds to play
Estimate how long each match will last (in minutes or hours, use whole numbers, no decimals).
As with the Fixed Time League, if there are more matches to be played than there are courts
available, the auto-scheduler will use the estimated time per match to assign times to each of
the matches played.
Confirm which individuals or teams you would like to be included in this schedule
If you would like home/away assignments, check the appropriate box.
Choose tasks such as “bring balls,” “bring refreshments,” or “bring smooth jazz music”
Click

Review your rounds. If you’d like to reorganize the schedule (maybe you want a different person or
team to have a first round BYE), feel free to use the
button to reshuffle until the schedule
appears satisfactory. Once you have the schedule where you’d like it click
.
3.10.7 Rescheduling Auto Scheduled Matches
In the event that an additional player/team is added to the roster after schedules have been created
there are several options you can choose after you have made them feel guilty for not registering in
time.
Once you have placed them on the roster, go to the division’s
immediately below the
tab.

tab and click on
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You’ll have the option to choose which matches you are rescheduling. As long as no scores or manual
adjustments have been made to any of the previously scheduled matches, you can select the previous
schedule (the page will show the date, time and individual who created the schedule) and continue.

Follow the steps of the auto-scheduler to recreate the schedule and click

when done.

*If you have made edits to any of the already scheduled matches that need to be rescheduled, these
rounds can be manually deleted. Simply click the Delete Round link in the Colored “Round” or “Week”
bar. If you need to delete individual matches within one of the rounds, click “Edit Match” or “Edit Duel”
and click the
in the edit match or edit duel screen on the top right of the General Information
section. See below:

Once the rounds, matches or duels have been deleted, the auto-scheduler is ready for you to
reschedule.

3.10.8 Auto Scheduling a Fixed Partner Doubles Event
Whether it’s a Fixed Time League, Flex League, or One Day Round Robin, there is one additional step to
setting up your doubles teams.
Once you’re in

, half way down you’ll see:
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Click on the

to view the drag and drop doubles pair editing screen.

From here, you can drag the player’s name from the top section and drop it into the appropriate team
with the appropriate partner.
Once finished placing all players onto a team, click
finish scheduling the event as necessary.

on the top right side of the box, and

3.10.9 Scheduling a Singles or Doubles Match

In the event you need to schedule an individual match, go to the
you would like to schedule an individual match for and click on

tab of the division
.

To schedule a Singles or a doubles match, click on the appropriate button. For this example, we’re going
to click on
.
In the

section, fill in the Date/Time and enter any notes in the Notes section.

Step 1: Choose the round type: Regular, Quarter Finals, Semi-Finals or Finals
Step 2: Assign Tasks (If Necessary) and choose for which division you would like to assign the task

Step 3: Enter a Round Title in the following format: Round 000
Step 4: In the
section, enter the names of the players from the rosters
for which you would like to schedule a match.
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Once you have selected the players names click

.

3.10.10 Creating a Group of Matches
This option will allow you to create an entire round of matches at once.
To do so, simply go to the
schedule and click on the

tab of the division for which you would like to create the
in the Schedule and Results Task section.

Your next screen will allow you to choose from the following options:

Select
In the

which will take you to the final scheduling screen.
section, fill in the Date/Time and enter any notes in the Notes section.

Step 1: Choose the round type: Regular, Quarter Finals, Semi-Finals or Finals
Step 2: Assign Tasks (If Necessary) and choose for which division you would like to assign the task

Step 3: Enter a Round Title in the following format: Round 000
(The first letter must be capitalized and the round number must be in a 3 digit
Step 4: Select the number of courts for which you would like to schedule matches

Then click
to have the amount of doubles or singles courts you wish to schedule a
match for displayed.
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Step 5: In the
section, enter the names of the players from the rosters
for which you would like to schedule a match.

Once you have selected the players names click

.

3.10.11 Scheduling a BYE
To schedule a BYE, first you must create the match in one of the methods described above and leave the
opposing team/individual fields blank
.10
Once the match is displayed within the
tab, click on
to the far right of the
scheduled match you would like to create the BYE for.
This will allow you to edit nearly every aspect of this scheduled match. To create the BYE, click the drop
down box under ADDITIONAL DETAILS which asks, Was it awarded via a bye? And select the winner of
that bye.

Once you’ve selected the winner of that BYE, scroll to the bottom and click
match will display as a BYE in the
tab.

. Now the

3.10.12 Draw Sheets
Updates to the Draw Sheets will be released in the Fall/Winter of 2011, at which point, detailed “HowTo” instructions and videos will be added.

3.11 Editing the Roster
The Roster is a list of all the players in a particular division of the event. If someone changes divisions,
quits participating, needs to be added to an event or change their roster roles after they’ve been
assigned to the roster, this is the tool to use. You can also add or remove entire teams using this tool.
To edit the Roster, go to the division roster you would like to edit (Click on the appropriate event and
division, and click on the Roster Tab). In a team event, you will be able to click on the team name and a
list of the people on that team will drop down, along with the “Edit Roster” link. In an individual event,
10

Planned updates to skip the “create first, then edit” step for a BYE should be released near the Fall/Winter of
2011, so a player can create the BYE without having to edit.
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the list of participants will already show up with the edit roster link in the Quick Links section of the

roster.
Adding a player to the Roster
To add a player to the Roster, simply start typing their name in the “Locate Person” Field and click on
their name once it pops up in the drop down list of players. Choose which role you would like them to
have and click
Changing a Player’s Role on the Roster
Very similar to adding a player to the roster, simply start typing their name in the “Locate Person” Field
in the “Add Participant To Roster” section at the top. Click on their name when it appears in the drop
down and then select all of the roles you would like them to have, then click
. (You cannot
add the same player to the same division twice. To change the roles of a player already in the division,
you are simply adding the player again with a different role.)
Removing a Player from the Roster
On the far right you’ll see a check box next to each player’s name. To remove them from the roster,
select the box and scroll to the bottom, where you’ll see “Choose Action.” Select “Remove Player” and
then click
.
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3.12 Submitting Scores
There are several different ways players and captains can enter scores. For administrators, you must
first visit the event home page and choose the division for which you will be entering scores. Then click
on the Schedule and Results Tab to view the schedule.

3.12.1 Score Entry for Pre-Loaded Schedules: If the event already has the schedule pre-loaded,
you can simply click the
link on the far right of the specified match. This will take
you to the score entry page for that match alone.
When you reach the Score Entry Page, you’ll notice a bar above all of the score entry information:

Clicking the Link in that bar to open a video that will visually walk you through scheduling and score
entry.

The score entry page is consistent across all types of events, and the same screen is used for score entry,
editing and verification. For matches that have already been scheduled, everything will be pre-loaded,
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except the set scores. In this case, all you’ll need to do is enter the set scores as they happened, and go
down to the next portion of the screen.

If you’re done entering all scores, check the appropriate option on the left. Only administrators will
have an option for How To Route Final Scores. As an administrator, you can Route results for
verification in which the participants will receive email notifications that scores have been entered
against them. The email will provide a link for them to click on, which will automagically log them into
the score entry and verification screen.
Administrators can also Immediately post results without verification. If the event is set up so players
can’t enter scores or if the Administrator is managing the event with the score entry, this option is best.
3.12.2 Score Entry for Multiple Matches: In the event that the match is not already pre-scheduled,
click the
link at the top of the schedule and results Tab and you will be given these 3 options.
Singles/Doubles Match – will allow you to enter 1 court of results
Group of Several Matches – will allow you to enter up to 39 courts of results at one time.

To enter multiple matches in one screen, you’ll see the screen below, you’ll see the option to add
multiple singles or doubles courts to the right of the page.
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As shown above, first enter the date, time and location in which the matches took place, then choose
how many singles or doubles courts you would like to enter. Then click
. (If singles or doubles
courts are not available, your event has been restricted to only one within the event settings. Click Edit
Event Settings to change these in each of the divisions.)
The date displayed at the top of the screen will automatically be applied to each of the courts below.
These dates can be edited in each individual court if necessary.
Enter the scores as they happened and choose whether to route for verification or to post immedaitely.

3.13 Awarding Bonus Points
Bonus Points can be used for a multitude of different activities. Primarily, they are used for Junior
Events to award players for completing various activities or achieving various goals unrelated to the
points they might earn within a match. Some of the most common Bonus Point options are awarding
bonus points for taking a lesson, participating in a clinic, practicing and good sportsmanship. As the
bonus points are primarily managed by the Administrators, we recommend limiting the total activities to
a maximum of 5 to make the accumulation of points easily manageable.
To award bonus points go to the event and click on the division of the participant. From there, navigate
to the
tab and you will see a green box labeled
.
The first option in the Standings Tasks is to
. Click on
on a screen that will allow you to assign points to various players.

and you will be land
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To award the bonus points, you can start typing in the player’s name or click the drop down arrow to
choose from a list of players on that division’s roster. Write a brief note for the Points Description for
why they are earning the bonus points, then choose how many points to award (between 1 and 99).
Then click

. Repeat as many times as necessary.

You can also have a list of bonus points prepared so that if a player qualifies for bonus points for more
than 1 reason, you can award them at the same time. To do so, at the bottom right hand corner of the
screen, click on
.
You will be taken to the “Configure Bonus Point Descriptions” Page.

Enter as many descriptions as necessary (we recommend limiting this to 5) and then

.
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Now, when you are awarding bonus points, you’ll have the option to select from all the Bonus Point
options you had configured, as well as assigning different custom bonus points, as seen in the screen
below.

Some of the most common Bonus Point Categories used in junior events are listed below.
Bonus Point Ideas
• Sportsmanship (best attitude – voted by the pros each week and awarded to 1 player)
• Participated in clinic
• Took Private Lesson
• Hit ball against the wall for 30 minutes
• Participation in a Tournament
• Participated in a Club Event
• Practiced with a parent
• Practiced Server for 30 minutes
• Completed Sprints/Agility Exercises

3.14 Emailing Participants
Throughout the Tabs in a division (Captain’s Corner, Roster, Schedule, Standings) you will notice links
labeled “Email all captains” “Email all participants in the event” “Email all participants in the division”
and “Email all participants in the team.” These are administrator only links that give you quick an easy
access to email that specific group of participants. Once any of those links are clicked, you will land on a
“Compose Email” screen with the list of participants already selected within the email. To learn more
about Emails, see Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Email
The Racquetcap Email System provides administrators with some awesome tools to communicate with
targeted groups within your database as well as your entire Network membership. This not only
improves the level of service you can offer your valued members, but also ensure you are able to market
to the groups that are most likely to review your message. Plus, Racquetcap gives administrators the
opportunity to track the success of the emails sent by reviewing the recipients who have viewed and
clicked on links available in the email.
This chapter will describe all the details necessary to use the Racquetcap Email System to its full
potential.

4.1

Basic Email Information and Etiquette
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

There are 3 ways to send an email:
o TO: sends to the recipient(s) and the recipient’s name or list will be displayed for all to
see.
o CC (Carbon Copy): is an individual or list whose name will display as being copied on the
email, but is not intended as the primary recipient.
o BCC (Blind Carbon Copy): is an individual or list who will receive the email, but be
hidden from all other recipients of the email.
 EX: A player needs to send an Email to Bob, but Jane needs to read the email
also. If Jane was sent the email BCC, Bob will not see that Jane was a recipient.
Do keep the font color consistent throughout – changing font colors frequently can create
difficulties in reading the email.
Do provide hyperlinks whenever possible (To an event home page, event registration, standings,
schedule, etc)
Do use proper grammar, punctuation and spelling. Short Type and Text Talk (lol, brb, btw, etc)
is typically reserved for middle school children who just got their first cell phone.
Do not use ALL CAPS, it oftentimes gives the impression of yelling, even though that is not the
intentions of the author.
Be sure to always follow the guidelines outlined in the Racquetcap Terms of Use and Privacy
Policy. Failure to follow these Terms of Use may result in a lock of one’s Racquetcap Profile.
Never use the Racquetcap Email System for Spam or Solicitation purposes outside of the typical
Tennis Club or League use.

To navigate to the Manage Email Lists page, look for the “Manage Email Lists” link under the Player &
Staff Management section of your Dashboard or under the Admin Links Section of your Home Tab.
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4.2

Manage Email Lists

Email Lists are groups of individual members, guests, staff or pros within your network that have been
created either manually by a network administrator, or automatically by the Racquetcap System. These
lists give administrators quick and easy access to communicate with specific groups of individuals within
the network.
There are 2 types of Email Lists
1. Custom Lists – Lists created by administrators using manually or by using the dynamic filter.
2. System Generated Lists – Lists that are created by the system. These include links immediately
available in all networks, such as lists of all members, guests, pros and staff, as well as lists
automatically created through events in the system. Event lists will be created when an
administrator chooses to email all captains or players within a team, division or event.
Once on the Manage Email Lists page, narrow the list options by choosing System Generated or Custom
Lists from the drop down.

4.3

Creating a New List

At the Manage Email Lists page, the link
on the top right is
.
Custom lists can be created 2 ways:
1. Dynamic Filters (search by age,
rating, last log in, amount of
play, member type, etc)
2. Manually created (Each person is
manually added to the list)
Create a List Name. Remember, if an
email is sent TO this list (as opposed to
BCC), the recipient will see the list name, so be sure not to name the list anything inappropriate or
offensive (i.e. High Maintenance Members). Use the List Description area to describe the list or the
types of messages that should be sent to this list, as well as any other additional info.
There are 4 options for List Access.
1. Only Me – Only you will be able to view, edit or send to this list of people
2. Network Admins – Everyone who has Administrative Access in this network will also have access
to the list you are creating.
3. Members of this List – People who are on this list can also send an email to this list
4. Network Members – Everyone who is a member of your network will be able to send an email
to this list
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We HIGHLY RECOMMEND keeping all large member lists accessible to network administrators ONLY.
To build an Email List manually, leave the Enable Dynamic Source option set to “No” and click
. Then, follow the descriptions details in Section 4.4.2 below (Adding and Removing Players)
To build an Email List using the Dynamic Source Filter, change Enable Dynamic Source to Yes.

You’ll notice familiar options, identical to the “Query and Export Data” page. These options will allow
you to create filters to narrow down exactly who in your database you would like to contact. You’ll have
the options to choose from the following filter criteria:
Racquetcap Rating:
Racquetcap Level:
Frequency of Play:
Last Login:
Event:
Member Type:
Gender:
Status:
Player Age:

The Rating Range of players to display for either singles or doubles.
Introductory, Provisional or Official
Filter by ‘Any’, ‘At Least’, ‘Exactly’ or ‘At most’ and choose the number of
matches and the time frame in which you are looking for. This is a great way to
see who are your most active participants on the system.
Filter by ‘Has’ or ‘Has Not Logged In’, and choose the time frame for logins.
Select an event to see only the players within the event, division, team or role
that meet all the other filter criteria in the export.
Restrict by Member, Guest, Staff, Pro or Any
Restrict by Male, Female, Unassigned or Any
Restrict by Active, Inactive members
Filter by an Age Range if desired
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If you need to narrow the list even further, you can add up to 2 additional filters (link at bottom right).
When adding additional filters, you’ll have the option to add the additional filter as an (AND) filter, in
which case the list generated must meet the filter criteria listed in both filter. Or, you can add the
additional filter as an (OR) filter, in which case the list generated must meet at least one of the two filter
criteria offered.
Once you have completed all the filters you need, click
. The list will be now be available on
the Manage Email Lists page.

4.4

Editing/Managing/Deleting a List

Once your custom list is created, you’ll have the option to go back into the list to edit changes. In some
cases, because of the filters being applied, or because of the size of the database you are working with,
the editing options for your list may be unavailable. In such cases, you’ll always have the option of
creating a new list. Below, we’ll describe the steps needed to edit, manage and delete your email lists.
4.4.1
Editing a List
System Generated lists are not editable. To Edit a Custom List, click on
in the Manage Email
Lists page.
This will provide the ability to Edit all of the settings that were established within the original list.
Make the necessary changes and click
. Your list will be edited and updated with the new
number of recipients highlighted in the Manage Email Lists Page.
4.4.2 Managing a List
To Remove or Add individual players to the list, click Manage Members. To add an individual player,
type their name in the Locate Person field in the Add A Person To This List section, then click
.
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To Remove a player from the list, click the
link to the far right of their name. This will opt them
out of receiving emails for this list only, and the players will appear at the bottom of the list in the
Opted-Out/Removed List Members section. At any time, you can re-add them to the list by clicking the
Activate button on the far right side.

4.4.3 Deleting a List
Depending on the amount of activity you have on your site, the Manage Email Lists page can become
quite large. To Delete a list, simply click the
link on the far right of the screen corresponding to
the List Name that you would like to have deleted.

4.5

Emailing a List

There are two options to choose from when sending an email to one of your already created lists.
•

Go to the Manage Email Lists and use the quick links provided next to each list name
On the Manage Email Lists page, to the far right, are 2 links labeled Send Email ‘To’ and Send
Email ‘BCC’.
o To – will display the list name when the recipients receive the email
o BCC – will NOT display the list name when the recipients receive the email
Clicking on these links will automatically open up a new message with the list of recipients
placed in the TO or BCC field, based on the link chosen.
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•

Typing the list name into the Choose Recipients field while composing a new message
Click on MY INBOX at the top right of the screen and then
on the top right again.
Start typing the list name in the Choose Recipients field and click on the desired list name when
it appears in the drop down. The list will also show the approximate recipient count below the
list name. Once the list is selected, click

4.6

or

.

Composing a New Message

There are many ways to access the “Compose a New Message” screen when sending emails. These
include Quick Links from the Manage Email Lists Page and a player’s profile page, email links available
within event pages, and simply composing a new message within your Racquetcap Inbox.
Once you’ve landed on the Compose Message screen, as an administrator, you have the choice to send
messages from yourself or from the Network Name of which you are an admin. When recipients
receive the message it will either display from Your Name or the Network Name

To change who your message is sent From, click on the
network from the list below.

to the right of your name, and select the

4.6.1 Choosing Recipients
To add recipients to your email, simply type in the names of the individuals you’d like to add as
recipients in the Choose Recipients field. Be sure to select whether each recipient will be sent
or
. Use this field to send emails to multiple lists, or to add additional
individuals to an email being sent to a list.
*FYI – You so have the option to send one email to multiple lists. Any individuals that may be on more
than one lists will NOT be sent the email twice. The Racquetcap Email System automatically removes
any duplicate accounts before the emails are sent.*
Once you have chosen your recipients, enter a Subject and continue on to the message composition.
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Tool Bar Key - use the details below to help you understand each of the tools available in the compose
message screen.
- BOLDS the selected text, or text you are about to write
- Italicizes the selected text, or text you are about to write
- Underlines the selected text, or text you are about to write
- Left Aligns selected paragraph, or paragraph in which the cursor is placed
- Centers the alignment of the selected paragraph, or paragraph the cursor is placed
- Right Aligns selected paragraph, or paragraph in which the cursor is placed
- Numbers selected paragraph(s) in succession or paragraphs you are about to type
- Bullets selected paragraph(s) in succession or paragraphs you are about to type
- Decreases the indention of current or selected paragraph
- Increases the indention of current or selected paragraph
- Changes color of the selected text, or text you are about to type
- Cuts the selected text, which you can then paste into another field or area of the message
- Copies the selected text, which you can then paste into another field or area of the message
- Pastes the Copied or Cut text into the section in which your cursor is placed, or overwrites
highlighted text
- Creates Hyperlink in which someone can click on a word or words and be automatically taken to a
particular website.
- Removes Hyperlink, by highlighting the unwanted hyperlink and clicking this button
- Attaches a file which recipients can download and view (PDF’s of schedules, Consent forms,
Pictures, etc)
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- Spell checks entire document and suggests corrections for any misspelled or unfamiliar words.
Once you’ve completed your message, check the spelling and click

.

4.6.2 Creating Hyperlinks
Hyperlinks are EXTREMELY important when sending emails to your members from the Racquetcap
System. When used correctly, hyperlinks will make each of your recipients one click away from
accessing any page within their profile on your Racquetcap-powered site. This is because the
Racquetcap System enable auto-login for all recipients, meaning that any link sending recipients back to
the Racquetcap website will automagically log them into their own account on the site.
So, if you’re sending an email about registering for an event, include the hyperlink to the registration
page of the event, and each of the recipients will be able to register for your event with just two clicks.
Below, we’ve detailed the most important links to provide to your members in each of your emails sent:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any time you mention an Event name within the email - hyperlink the event name to the event
home page
Any time you mention Event Registration - hyperlink the registration text to the registration
page of the event
Any time you encourage them to submit scores – hyperlink the text to the submit scores page of
the event
Any time you announce the schedules are available – hyperlink the text to the schedule page
Any time you encourage them to view their match history or statistics – hyperlink the text to
their match history or statistics
Any time you encourage the use of the Find A Match – hyperlink the text to take them to the
Find A Match page.

Ex. To create a hyperlink to the registration page of an event, right-click on MY ACTIVITIES to open it in
a new tab.11 Find the event and open to the Event Home Page by clicking on the title. Once you are at
the event Home page, click on the Register Now link towards the top, next to the registration dates.

From the registration page, on the top of the screen you’ll see the Web Address Bar. Highlight the web
address (the link that starts with http://) and then right click with your mouse and choose Copy (or Ctrl
+ ‘C’).

11

To learn about Browser Tabs, see Chapter 1: Using Browser Tabs
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Now go back to the Tab where your message is being composed and is awaiting it’s new hyperlink!
Highlight the text you would like to hyperlink and click on the
icon in the toolbar.

When you click on the

icon, a new dialogue box will open:

From here, you PASTE the previously copied URL (or type in the desired URL). Once your URL is in place,
click
.
VOILA! Your message should now appear as a different color and underlined:

Now, when recipients click on the Click Here portion, it will automatically log them in to their profile and
navigate them to the registration page for the Team Demo Event. They’re just two clicks away from
registering for your event.
To remove the hyperlink once it is created simply highlight the text and click the

button.
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4.6.3 Removing A Recipient From The Message
Did you accidentally add the wrong Steve or John to your message? No Problem! Beside each individual
or list name is a red circle with a white line through it.
Click the little red dot and *poof!* the name is gone.

4.7

Using Mail Merge Fields for Personalized Emails

Mail Merge is a simple way to personalize an email sent to a large group of your valued members.
Instead of sending a message that starts out, “Hi Everyone,” Mail Merge fields allow you to insert each
recipient’s first name, last name Racquetcap ratings and levels, along with their usernames and
passwords.
Email With Mail Merge Fields

How it will show in the recipients Inbox

The mail merge drop down tool is located in the tool bar at the top of the message box.

To select a Mail Merge option, click on the
appear.

to the right and a drop down will

Once you click on an option, it will be inserted into the message where your
cursor was located.
*Be sure not to erase the «»’s before and after the mail merge field. If those are
not on either end of the mail merge field, the system will not fill in the information.
Also, be sure if you want to insert a mail merge field, it’s done strictly using the
drop down. Do not attempt to insert your own mail merge field using the
keyboard. Mail Merge fields were only designed to work by using the drop down
list provided.
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4.8

Attachments

An attachment is a document or image that added to your email for your recipients to download and
view. To attach a document to an email, click the paperclip logo in the tool bar.
The following window will pop
up.
Click
and find the
file you would like to attach on
your own PC or Mac.
Then click

.

Repeat as many times as you
need, keeping in mind, the
Racquetcap email system can
only send a maximum for 4MB
per email.
Documents, such as schedules or Rosters can range from 30KB to 400KB, Images can range from 200KB
to 4MB depending on their size.
*NOTE: Be aware of the names of the file you are attaching to the email. Any file names that include
certain punctuations, such as apostrophes, may not successfully attach to the email. In these cases,
simply change the name of the saved file, and try again.*
Once a file has been attached, it will display at the bottom of the message, with a remove link on the far
right of each individual attachment.

4.9

Custom Folders Auto Signature

Custom Folders allow you to create multiple folders to better organize your Racquetcap Inbox. To
create a new custom folder, go to your Racquetcap INBOX. On the far left is a box labeled
. To Add a Folder, click on the “Add Folder” link
name into the text area provided and then click
link

, type the new folder’s

. To Delete a Folder, click on the “Delete Folder”

, choose the folder you would like to delete from the drop down list, then click

.

To move mail into your custom folders, check the box next to the name of the recipient in your INBOX.
Then, from the top of the inbox, click
and choose the folder in which you would
like to move the selected email(s). Once the folder name is clicked from the drop down list, the system
will automatically move the selected email(s) into that folder.
To access the emails in that folder, simply click on the custom folder name in the list of Custom Folders.
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4.10 Auto Signature
An Auto signature is a short paragraph added to the end of every email automatically. This conveniently
gives you a consistent signature at the end of each email, saving you the time of typing it at the end of
every email. For every email reply and new message sent out, an auto signature will automatically be
added.
To configure your new auto-signature, or to change your current auto-signature, click on
in the Options section of MY INBOX. Type exactly how you would like your autosignature to appear, choosing to BOLD some of the lines, or change the font color to give it a little
pizzazz. When done, click SAVE AUTO SIGNATURE.

4.11 Sent, Views, Clicks and Bounces
One of the favorite features of the Racquetcap System is the ability to see who’s viewing the messages
you have sent. This is a feature available to Racquetcap Administrators only. To see the success of the
messages you have sent, go to the Sent Folder on the far left of your INBOX page. Click on the subject
of the message you would like to view, and scroll to the bottom of the message. Here, you’ll find the
“Summary of Activity” section, showing you the number of emails sent and viewed, as well as the
number of times within your message that a link was clicked, and the number of bounces.
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What do these boxes mean?
Sent – This is number recipients to whom delivery was attempted.
Views – This is the number of times your message was opened and viewed, both online and via email.
(Keep in mind, a person may have viewed the message multiple times.)
Clicks – This is the number of times the hyperlinks in the message were clicked, both online and via
email.
Bounces – This is the number of recipients who did not receive your message as a result of an invalid
email address.
This page also gives you the option of reviewing who viewed and clicked on links within your message.
To see these individuals, click on the number displayed in the Views box and the Clicks box. This list will
also show the number of times each individual has viewed the message.
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